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1. Determine number of boats competing and choose to be either a racing committee boat or a 

standing committee boat. (A racing committee boat MAY not be able to use the signal flags.)  

VHF 67 should be used for shortening course and abandoning the race.  

  

2. One person should manage the clipboard checking boats, and writing down Finish Times. One 

person manages the Timing Watch (two watches preferred) and “OLLIE”. One person sits “on the 

Line” to observe which boats are “Over Early” or involved in a Foul. 

  

3. The first mark should be directly upwind of the starting line and as directly as possible upwind of 

the second mark. If a reaching leg is necessary to allow for a square downwind leg, the final leg 

should still be directly upwind. A standing committee boat MAY move the Finish  

Line after ALL Racers have started in order to accomplish this.  

  

4. The race should last about an hour or up to 90 minutes. The first boat must finish within 90 

minutes of the starting signal. All other finishers must finish within 30 minutes of the first boat to 

finish. In light air you may elect to use a short twice around course to make it easier to shorten the 

course if necessary. You can also use the Start/Finish Line as a mark of the course (see “Thread the 

Needle” remarks in NOR/SI’s: For Tangier, 8.1, 8.2 and 9.1) (For Choptank,……) 

  

5. When setting a Starting Line square to the wind direction, you should be able to head directly 

upwind in the center of the line and have the bow of your boat equidistant from each end of the line. 

Drop the Pin (Orange Ball), turn Right, head perpendicular to the Wind, and then drop the 

Committee Boat anchor. The Committee Boat MAY have to head up into the Wind, or drop back 

away from the wind in order to square the Start Line with the Wind. 

  

6. Set a line long enough for all the boats to cross without too much crowding. The line should be 

two to three times as long as the total LOA (length over all) of the competitors. A longer line is 

appropriate for windier conditions.  

  

7. The Race Committee is responsible for identifying boats that are On the Course Side (OCS) of 

the Start Line at the starting gun (Over Early). Note down boats that are OCS and attempt to call 

them back by Hail, VHF 67, and Recall Flag.  Immediately raise the “RECALL” flag and the sound 

the horn once. Lower the “Recall” flag after all have returned or when two minutes have elapsed 

after the starting signal.  

 

8. Shorten the Course at a Mark of the Course, if necessary, by setting up so the racers can leave 

the mark on the correct side, and in as direct a line as possible from the previous mark. Display the 

“S” flag 
 

 
and announce the shortened course on VHF 67. DO THIS BEFORE any boats have  

rounded the mark.  

  

9. Record the finish times of each boat on the “Committee Boat Form” in the Red Binder(Choptank) 

or White Binder(Tangier), and report them to the Fleet Captain.  



10. Copies of a Protest Form are available in the back of the Binders.  

 

THREAD the NEEDLE 



 


